SIMPLY STAMPS AND TRODAT GIVE AWAY 2000 STAMPS TO SUPPORT
HEALTHIER CLASSROOMS
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. – Simply Stamps teamed up with Trodat in March to give away 2000 FREE handwashing stamps to teachers nationwide. This give away promoted hand washing in schools, and created
a fun way for teachers to encourage students to wash their hands regularly.
Simply Stamps and Trodat were inspired to launch this giveaway after Facebook influencer and third
grade teacher Mrs. Woods had the grand idea of using a stamp as a way to ensure her students were
properly washing their hands. In support of her mission, Trodat donated 2,000 stamps for Simply Stamps
to give away via Facebook and Instagram in support of promoting cleaner classrooms in the midst of the
COVIN-19 spread.
With an average of 23 students in U.S. classrooms, this giveaway had the potential to reach 46,000 K-12
school children nationwide. The giveaway was launched on March 15 th, and by March 20th, more than
$30,000 worth of stamps had been gifted to 2000 teachers from all across the U.S. To learn more about
this campaign, visit https://www.simplystamps.com/simply-wash-your-hands
About Simply Stamps
Simply Stamps is a leading online retailer of custom address stamps, rubber office stamps, embossers
and date stampers. Simply Stamps has been selling our hand made products online since 2003 and they
constantly push themselves to present our customers with the highest caliber stamping products at the
best available prices! All of Simply Stamps’ rubber stamps are made in house, meaning customers will
receive their new custom stamp in-hand before other companies would have the order in production.
From our inception, through today, Simply Stamps is proud to call Jacksonville, Fla. home and to be a
member of the HC Brands family of brands, in business since 1954!
About Trodat
Trodat delivers to customers in more than 150 countries around the world; the export share is over 98
per cent. However Trodat doesn't content itself with this success. The course is being set with a forwardlooking corporate strategy not only to secure the company's existence for the future, but above all to
ensure growth in all areas.

